2020-2021 TUSTIN HIGH
SCHOOL BOOSTER WEBSITES
All THS-affiliated Super Booster groups are encouraged to create websites to publish
important and relevant information for current and future participants. Groups may
use any available website agent including, but not limited to weebly, wix, wordpress,
or google.
Website URLs will need to be submitted to Paola Mena by email (pamena@tustin.k12.ca.us) to
be linked on the main Tustin High School website for easy access.
If you choose to create a website, be sure to include basic contact information as well as
description of the group’s purpose and activities.
Also, it is important to keep in mind that website content is subject to federal accessibility
regulations under ADA, WCAG, and Section 508. This means that the content on your website
must be easy to access by users with disabilities. Below is a set of guidelines to help you get
started making your website accessible! (Note: many sites will NOT have all of the following
concerns.)
Make sure that:













Links are clearly marked (i.e. “Click this line to read/print PDF”, Click the links below
to …”, “Click here to download/upload, etc…”, “Click this button to…”)
Every image/video/audio has an alt tag (Alt tags describe object or purpose of object)
Linked images have an alt tag about the graphic and the link destination
Decorative graphics have empty alt tag (a null (empty) alt text should be provided (i.e
alt="") so that they can be ignored by assistive technologies, such as screen readers.
Text values for these types of images would add audible clutter to screen reader
output or could distract users if the topic is different from that in adjacent text.
Leaving out the alt attribute is also not an option because when it is not provided,
some screen readers will announce the file name of the image instead.)
Every video has closed captioning (ex. YouTube closed captioning) or videos are link
to external sites.
Any Audio file has text descriptions
Data tables have column and row headers identified
Tables used for layout purposes do NOT have row/column headers
There are NO repeatedly flashing images
Navigation is possible using only a keyboard (i.e. no mouse)
PDFs are accessible (using Adobe DC software) [*We suggest completely avoiding the
use of PDFs and instead posting ALL content directly on the website]

SPECIAL NOTICE:
*The Double-T logo (
) CANNOT be used on any THS-affiliated website or social media account as
your designated logo. The logo may be used in the following situations: pictures of students in uniform,
on official team gear and paraphernalia, on team field/gym floor and walls). Please contact Marissa
Reyes with questions or concerns.

